**POP QUIZ**

When looking for a forestry position, which is most important:

A) Fun and adventurous work environment,
B) Unlimited opportunity for professional development,
C) Kick-ass culture and good company vibe, or
D) All of the above.

---

**HELLO**

How are you? We are super, thanks for asking. We love resource management and value success, respect and innovation above all else. If you like these sorts of things, then we will get along just fine.

---

**TIMBER CRUISERS**

- Forest Technology diploma or equivalent
- Experience with Timber Cruising in the BC interior
- Registered or eligible for registration as Accredited Timber Cruiser or Accredited Timber Evaluator
- Sound knowledge of the FLNRO Cruising Manual and associated legislation and regulations including familiarity with call grading procedures

---

**JUNIOR FOREST TECHNICIANS**

- Forest Technology diploma or equivalent
- Be really, really awesome and totally into Forestry
- Familiar with BC's forest legislation and regulations

---

**MID-LEVEL FOREST TECHNICIANS**

- Forest Technology Diploma or Bachelors Degree
- Registered or eligible for registration with ABCFP as RPF or RFT
- Minimum two years of experience in road and cutblock layout in BC
- Experience in cable layout and analysis, collecting SP data and drafting SPs
- Experience with riparian assessments, windthrow assessments, forest health surveys and wildfire management

---

If you are interested in any of these positions, please send your cover letter and resume in a single pdf file to this link: [https://cabinforestry.bamboohr.com/jobs/](https://cabinforestry.bamboohr.com/jobs/). Add the name of position and preferred location to which you are applying to the subject line. All submissions will be treated in strict confidence.
WHY WORK WITH US

Well, mostly because we are so awesome. In all seriousness, we work in the best parts of the province - Okanagan, Boundary, Cariboo and West Kootenays. We do a diverse range of work - timber development, wildfire and rec trails, and we started a cool new company that flies drones. Most importantly, and top of our list, we foster a culture of success, innovation and respect. Please contact us if you have the skills listed in any of the sections.

SENIOR FOREST TECHNICIANS

➢ Registered and in good standing with the ABCFP as RPF or RFT
➢ Minimum of four years’ experience implementing multi-phase timber development contracts including road and cutblock layout in the BC interior (cable layout experience an asset); LiDAR experience is preferred
➢ Minimum of three years of experience preparing Site Plans and Cutting Permits in the BC Interior
➢ Familiar with BC’s forest legislation and regulations

PROJECT MANAGERS

➢ Registered and in good-standing with the ABCFP as RPF or RFT
➢ More than 5 years’ experience managing multi-phase timber development contracts (>100,000 m3/yr) including road and cutblock layout in the BC interior (cable layout experience an asset)
➢ Minimum of three years of experience preparing Site Plans and Cutting Permits in the BC Interior
➢ Familiar with BC’s forest legislation and regulations, CP submissions, appraisals, road designs

COMPENSATION

➢ Wage and biannual bonus based on experience, competency and length of service
➢ Boot allowance, training and professional development allowance, extended medical and dental, RRSP contributions
➢ Flexible holidays and 20 cm snow rule for winter shredding
➢ Relocation Expenses (for Senior Tech. and Project Manager position only)
➢ Valid Class 5 Drivers License and legally allowed to work in Canada

APPLY NOW

www.cabinforestry.com